Smart surface box 82 TRE DIM GI for 2X LED

125150XX

**CAN ONLY BE USED WITH**

- 124110XX Smart Cake 82 LED <900L2,7KM GE
- 124410XX Smart Lotis 82 LED <900L2,7KM GE
- 124710XX Smart Kup 82 LED <900L2,7KM GE
- 124411XX Smart Lotis 82 IP LED <900L4KM GE *
- 124720XX Smart Kup 82 IP LED <900L4KM GE *
- 124120XX Smart Cake 82 IP LED <900L2,7KM GE *

*MUST BE USED WITH*

- 124420XX Smart Lots 82 IP LED <900L2,7KM GE *
- 124410XX Smart Lots 82 IP LED <900L4KM GE *
- 124710XX Smart Kup 82 IP LED <900L4KM GE *

-Mask not included! Smart GE not included!

For serial connection, respect polarity!

- RED
- BLACK

* in combination with Surface Box = IP20

For serial connection, respect polarity!

- RED
- BLACK

Install, twist clockwise
Uninstall, twist counterclockwise

Push

> click <